Metabo Introduces the 5” Variable Speed Concrete Renovation Grinder

The most powerful, compact and lightweight model of its generation. For efficient, easy concrete renovation and finishing.

November 17, 2017 – West Chester, PA –

Metabo Corporation, a leading international manufacturer of industrial grade cordless and corded hand-held power tools and accessories, introduces the 5” Variable Speed Concrete Renovation Grinder (603825750 or US603825751), made in Germany.

“Metabo’s new 5” variable speed renovation grinder (RSEV 19-125 RT) makes removing old masonry layers, smoothing concrete or removing tile mortar or mastic fast, efficient and totally dustless. Typically, grinding these substrates is a tedious and dusty process. However, by combining the new renovation grinder with Metabo’s “best in class” HEPA vacuum and anti-static hose (which helps to prevent static electricity), Metabo offers OSHA compliance, the optimum solution for hand-held masonry grinding.” said Antoine Derché, Metabo’s Director of Product and Marketing.

The 5” variable speed renovation grinder is significantly more powerful than its predecessors with a 15 amp high torque motor and a no-load speed of 3,800-8,200 RPM. The solid die-cast aluminum shroud and gear flange are designed to cool and clean, extending the tools life from every day use and heat build-up.

The shroud can be opened so the user can grind flush against a wall. The renovation grinder has vario-tacho-constamatic full-wave electronics which allow the tool to maintain a consistent speed under load, as well as the ability to set a specific speed for a targeted application. The adjustable ergonomic bow handle in the front and rat tail grip with lock-on switch reduce user fatigue, and the shroud brushes are spring loaded, so when the working surface is uneven, the tool maintains contact with the material.
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The 5” variable speed renovation grinder is available with or without a 5” universal diamond wheel for hard concrete and natural stone.

All diamond wheel accessories, including the 5” universal diamond wheel for hard concrete and natural stone, the 5” hard bond diamond wheel for green concrete and plaster, the 5” double row diamond and 5” poly crystalline diamond for adhesives, sealants, epoxy and paint removal are available for purchase separately.

For more information on Metabo OSHA Compliant Solutions:
Metabo Table 1 Compliant Systems Flyer
Concrete and Masonry System Brochure

For more information on Metabo or their products:
Metabo USA Website or Metabo 2017/2018 Catalog

Find us online:

ABOUT METABO: Engineered in Germany, Metabo’s premium line of power tools are designed specifically for professional users to provide the highest level of safety, reliability, and performance. Metabo manufactures both corded and cordless power tools, as well as a full line of abrasives and accessories for metalworking, concrete and many other industrial and construction applications. Our extensive line of tools includes angle grinders, die grinders, drills, rotary hammers and dustless systems. Also, the Metabo Ultra-M LiHD battery technology offers users the mobility and power for the most demanding industrial applications.